CHEMSTEEL® CHEMkit The preventative maintenance solution

CHEMSTEEL® rotary gear pumps are built to last, however, even high quality products require preventative maintenance.

CHEMSTEEL® pumps specialize in handling common and highly corrosive liquids that must be pumped under pressure.

The Oberdorfer Pumps CHEMkit specializes in peace of mind.

The CHEMkit includes the parts that will need to be replaced during regular periods of operation. A standard CHEMkit contains both drive and idle gears mounted to the shafts, keys, bearings, all o-rings and seal assemblies.

A CHEMkit provides on-the-spot troubleshooting solutions. It also saves you money on parts and service. If your Chemsteel pump were to break-down, your CHEMkit allows you to repair the problem in minutes, instead of hours or days.

Every CHEMkit part is packed individually and is wrapped securely in bubble wrap to ensure long-term storage protection as well as shipping and handling safety.

With a CHEMkit on hand you’ll always be ready to deal with maintenance or breakdown issues.

In short, our pumps are made to deal with pressure.

A CHEMkit makes sure you are.

SELECTING A CHEMkit: A CHEMkit is designed to go with your selected pump, just adding a “K” to your part number.

Basic Pump Series S2
Flow Rate 07 (4 gpm @1725)
Housing and Shaft Material 316 SS
Gear Material Combination W88
Bearing Material Carbon Graphite
Shaft Seal Style, Materials